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Out on a Limb The skyâ€™s the limit with 50 ingenious tree houses around the world The idea of

climbing a tree for shelter, or just to see the earth from another perspective, is as old as humanity.

In this neat TASCHEN edition, take a tour of some of our finest arboreal adventures with 50 of the

most beautiful, inventive, and enchanting tree houses around the world. From romantic to

contemporary, from famed architects to little-known craftsmen, youâ€™ll scale the heights to visit all

manner of treetop structures, from a teahouse, restaurant, hotel, and childrenâ€™s playhouse to

simple perches from which to contemplate life, enjoy the view, and discover that tree houses take as

many forms as the imagination can offer. With an abundance of gorgeous photographs and

illustrations, this is an ode to alternate living, where playful imagination meets eco-sensitive

finesse.About the series:Bibliotheca Universalisâ€” Compact cultural companions celebrating the

eclectic TASCHEN universe at an unbeatable, democratic price!Since we started our work as

cultural archaeologists in 1980, the name TASCHEN has become synonymous with accessible,

open-minded publishing. Bibliotheca Universalis brings together nearly 100 of our all-time favorite

titles in a neat new format so you can curate your own affordable library of art, anthropology, and

aphrodisia.Bookwormâ€™s delight â€” never bore, always excite!Text in English, French, and

German
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This is a book for curling up and dreaming with. You will need strong wrists just to pick it up--- its

humungous!--- and you'll not want real life to interfere once you start turning the pages. Its an

expensive treat, but just say no to that overpriced box of luxury chocolates, and buy this instead:

guaranteed to give the same rush as the richest dark chocs! Amazing treehouse designs, fabulous

illustrations and photographs, lots & lots of them. The way to make this book better? Curl up and

share with someone you love--- friend, child, partner, neighbor--- and dream together.

I bought this book for my adult daughter but read it while she was visiting for Christmas. The tree

houses in it are unbelievable some costing as much as $60,000 and are more "cabin in the woods"

than what one would traditionally think of when they hear tree house. The book provides beautiful

photographs of the interior and well as outside views. This book really sparks your imagination and

will provide ideas for your home as well as anything you might construct outside. It's much more of

book of beautiful architect than what you expect from the title. It's a very interesting book and worth

the price. Great addition to your library and for providing creative ideas that might be used in your

home.

We all need one---a nice tree house, that is. One of the many books on the subject, this one seems

to concentrate on the highly professionally designed and costly creations. A good source of ideas

for the average tree house fan, it might be a source of greater inspiration for those able to afford the

services of the sprinkle of international tree house designers featured.

What a great idea for a coffee table book! This is the perfect conversation starter for making new

friends. It's so interesting to see the beautiful photos and read about the architecture of these

amazing homes.

Was given as a gift to a family member. Large, coffee table book. Very nice pictures, interesting

stories. Can't wait to delve into it!!

This was a gift and my son loved it!



Gorgeous book - for my boyfriend's graduation, and he loves it. Came just in time! Very solid weight

(hardcover) and was packaged to ensure it didn't get rumpled during transit. Very pleased.

This is such an inspiring book. There are a number of beautiful and interesting designs- so

innovative! I think it is just a taste, though, and inspires me to research the designs and designers.
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